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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Stakeholder Theory 

The survival of the company depends on the support of stakeholders. 

Social disclosure is considered as part of a dialogue between the company and 

stakeholders (Gray et al., 1995). The company is not the only entity operates for 

his own benefit, and to gain support from stakeholders companies must provide 

benefits to its stakeholders. Edward Freeman (2001) on his article said that 

Stakeholders are those groups who have a stake in or claim on the firm. Lawrence 

et al., (2005), stakeholders are all the groups affected by, or that can affect, an 

organization’s decisions, policies, and operations. Stakeholder theory argues that 

corporations serve a broader public purpose: to create value for society. 

Companies should maintain a relationship with its stakeholders to 

accommodate the desires and needs of its stakeholders, especially stakeholders 

who have the power to the availability of resources that used for the operational 

activities of the company, such as labor, corporate and product markets over 

others (Chariri and Ghozali, 2007). So, here company does not only have a 

responsibility to fulfil the shareholders interest but also have a responsibility to 

fulfil the stakeholders interest by doing and disclosed CSR in their annual report 

to maintain the stability of the company. 

2.1 Stakeholder Theooryry 

The ssurvival of the cocomppanany y depep ndds s on the suppoportr  of stakeholders. 

Social ddiisclosure is ccononsiiddered aas part of aa ddiaalologuguee bbetween the coc mpany and

stakakeholdersrs ((GrGraay et al.,., 1199995). The company isis nnot the oonlnly y enentity opeerar tes for 

his owown n bebennefit,t, aand to gain support from stakeholders comompaninies mmusust provovide

benenefifitsts to iits stakeholders. Edward Freeman (2001) on hiss articiclele ssaid thhata  

StStakakeholldders are those groups who have a stake in or claim on the fifirm. LaLawrwrencee 

et al., ((2005), stakeholders are all the groups affected by, or that caan affffeect, aann 

organiization’s decisions, policies, and operations. Stakeholder theoryy argues s thaat 

corppororata ions serve a broadaderer ppublic purpose: to crcreaeatete value for societyy.

Companies should mainttaiain n aa relationship with its stakeholdeersrs tto 

acaccoc mmmmodate the desires and needs of its stakeholders, especially y ststakakehehololdeders 

whwho o have the powerer ttoo ththe availalabibililityty oof f resources ththatat usedd ffor the opopeeratational

activiititieses of ththee company, such asa  laborr, corporate and d prprododuct t mamarkets over 

others (Chariri and Ghozali, 20007). So, hhere company does not only have a

responsibility to fulfil the sharehholders intterest but also have a responsibility to 

fulfil the stakeholders interest by dodoing g and disclosed CSR in their annual report 

to maintain the stability of the company
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2.2 Corporate Social Responsibility 

Corporate Social Responsibility is not a newbie in the business world. 

Corporate Social Responsibility means that a corporation should be held 

accountable for any of its actions that affect people, their communities, and their 

environment, Lawrence et al., (2005). Based on The World Business Council of 

Sustainability Development, Corporate Social Responsibility is the continuing 

commitment by business to contribute to economic development while improving 

the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the community 

and society at large.  

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is defined as the voluntary 

activities undertaken by a company to operate in an economic, social and 

environmentally sustainable manner. When companies operate in an economically, 

socially and environmentally responsible manner, and they do so transparently, it 

helps them succeed, in particular through encouraging shared value and social 

license. Management and mitigation of social and environmental risk factors are 

increasingly important for business success abroad, as the costs to companies of 

losing that social license, both in terms of share price and the bottom line may be 

significant. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) refers to a business practice that 

involves participating in initiatives that benefit society.  

2.3 Disclosure 

2.3.1 Definition of Disclosure 

Conceptually, the disclosure is an integral part of financial reporting 

(Suwardjono, 2008). Disclosure means presenting useful information to those who 

accountable for any of its aactctiions that affect peoeoplp e, their communities, and their 

environment, Lawwrerence et al., (2005). Based on The WWororld Business Council of 

Sustainabililityty Development, CoCorpporratte e SoSocic alal RResponsibility isis the continuing 

commmiitment by y businenessss ttoo contribute to economicic ddevevelopmem nt whilele improving 

thhe quality y ofof llifife of tthehe workforce and their families asas wellll asas ooff ththe commmmunity 

and sosocicietety at llaarge.  

CCorporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is defined as s thhee vovoluluntaryy 

acactit vitiees undertaken by a company to operate in an economicc, soccialal andd 

environnmentally sustainable manner. When companies operate in an ecconomicaally,y, 

sosociallly and environmentally responsible manner, and they do so trannssparenently, iit t

helps them sucucceceeded, inin pparartiticuc laar r througghh enncocoururagaginingg shshararede  value and socociaiall 

lilicec nse. Management and mitigation oof f social and environmental risk facttororss arare 

inincrcreaeasisinglyly iimpmporortatantnt fforor bbususininese s successs s ababroroadad, , asas tthehe ccosoststs tto cocompmpananieiess of 

loosisingng tthah t socicialal llicicensese, bobothth in termrmss of shaarere priricece andnd tthehe bottom m lilinene mmay be

significant. Corporate social respononsibilityy ((CSR) refers to a business practice that 

involves participating in initiativees that beneefit society.  

2.3 Disclosure 

2.3.1 Definition of Disclosure 
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need it. The information disclosed should be complete, clear, and able to represent 

the exact economic condition (Hutapea, 2014).  Based on Evans   (2003)   in   

Suwardjono (2008), disclosure means supplying information in the financial 

statements themselves, the notes to the statements, and the supplementary 

associated with the disclosure statements.  It does  not  extend  to  public or 

private  statements  made by management or  information  provided outside  the  

financial statements.

More specifically, Wolk et al (2001) in Suwardjono (2008) interpreting 

the definition of disclosure as followed: 

“Broadly interpreted, disclosure is concerned with information in both 

the financial statements and supplementary communications including 

footnotes, post-statements events, management’s discussion and analysis 

of operations for the fortcoming year, financial and operating forecasts, 

and additional financial statements covering segmental disclosure and 

extentions beyond historical cost.”

Disclosure is often also interpreted as providing more information than what can 

be delivered in the form of formal financial statements (Suwardjono, 2008). This 

seems in line with the idea of the FASB in its conceptual framework as follows 

(SFAC No. 1, paragraph 5): 

“Although financial reporting and financial statements have essentially 

the same objectives, some useful information is better provided by 

financial statements and some is better provided, or can only be provided, 

by means of financial reporting other than financial statements.”

statements themselves, the nnototes to thhe ststata ements, and the supplementary 

associated with the e ddisclosure statements.  It does nnotot  extend  to  public or 

private  stateemments  made by mmananagagememenent t oro   ini formation  proroviv ded outside  the 

financiaiall statements.

MoMoree specifificacallly, Wolk et al (2001) in Suwawardjono ((20200808) interprpreting 

the dedefifininitition ooff disclosure as followed: 

“B“Broadly interpreted, disclosure is concerned with inforrmamatitionn iin n bothh 

the financial statements and supplementary communicatioons ininclcludu ing g

footnotes, post-statements events, management’s discussion aand analyysis 

of operations for the fortcoming year, financial and operatinng fororecastss, 

and adaddidititiononalal ffininanancic all sstatemeennts cocoveveriringng ssegegmemental disclosure anandd 

extentions beyond historical ccoso t.”

DiDiscsclolosusurere iiss ofoftetenn alalsoso iintntererprpreteteded as prprovovididining g momorere iinfnforormamatitionon tthahann whwhatat can 

be ddeleliviverereded iin n ththe foformrm of formrmal financiall statementntss (S(Suwuwarardjdjonono,o, 22000088). This 

seems in line with the idea of thehe FASB inin its conceptual framework as follows 

(SFAC No. 1, paragraph 5): 

“Although financial reporrtit ng aannd financial statements have essentially 

the same objectives, some uuseful information is better provided by 
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2.3.2 Level of Disclosure 

Level of disclosure is related to how much information should be 

disclosed. There are three levels of disclosure proposed by Hendriksen and 

Brenda (1992), which are:  

a. Adequate Disclosure  

This implies a minimum amount of disclosure congruous with the negative 

objective of making the statement not misleading. 

b. Fair Disclosure  

This implies an ethical objective of providing equal treatment for all 

potential readers.  

c. Full Disclosure 

This implies the presentation of all relevant information. For some, it 

means the presentation of superfluous information that sometime becomes 

inappropriate.  

2.3.3 Type of Disclosure 

There are two kinds or two types of disclosure which are mandatory 

disclosure and voluntary disclosure. 

a. Voluntary Disclosure 

Voluntary disclosure is the disclosure by the company beyond what is 

required by the accounting standards or regulations of regulatory bodies 

(Suwardjono, 2008). 

b. Mandatory Disclosure 

Brenda (1992), which are:  

a. Adequatee DDisclosure  

Thhisis implies aa mmininimumm aamomoununtt ofof ddisscclososurure congruous wiwith the negative

objectivive of mmakaking the ststatatememenentt nonot t misleadidinng. 

b. FaFairir DDisisclossurure  

ThThis iimmplies an ethical objective of providing equalal treatatmement for all 

poottential readers. 

c. FFull Disclosure

This implies the presentation of all relevant information. FFor some,e, iit 

means the presentation of superfluous information that sometimme bebecomees

inappropopririatatee. 

2.2.3.3.3 Type of Disclosure 

ThThereree araree twtwo o kikindndss oror ttwowo ttypypeses ooff didiscsclolosusurere wwhihichch aarere mmanandadatory 

discclolosurere aandnd vollununttary disclosurure. 

a. Voluntary Disclosure 

Voluntary disclosure is ththe disclossure by the company beyond what is 

required by the accounting sstanddards or regulations of regulatory bodies 

(Suwardjono 2008)
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Mandatory disclosure is mandatory disclosure by the company as a form 

of government intervention to overcome the potential market failures. 

2.3.4 Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosure 

Disclosure about CSR in Indonesia first regulated in ACT No. 40 of 2007 

about corporation and in Government Regulation No. 47 of 2012 concerning 

Social and Environmental Responsibility of Corporation. But both of those 

regulations did not explain about the items of social and environmental 

responsibility that must be disclosed. In August 2012, Ministry of Finance of the 

Republic of Indonesia through Capital Market and Financial Institution 

Supervisory Body (BAPEPAM-LK) issued Decision of the Chairman of Capital 

Market and Financial Institution Supervisory Body (BAPEPAM-LK) No. KEP-

431/BL/2012 concerning the submission of annual report by listed company.  

In Decision of the Chairman of Capital Market and Financial Institution 

Supervisory Body (BAPEPAM-LK) No. KEP-431/BL/2012, there is a regulation 

No. X.K.6 which is concerning the submission of annual report by listed company. 

In point 2.a.1.g said that an annual report must contain corporate social 

responsibility. Furthermore in point 2.h.1, BAPEPAM-LK required companies to 

disclose its CSR activities that cover policies, types of program, and cost incurred 

in the following aspects such as environmental; employment practices, health, and 

work safety; social and community development; and product responsibility. 

2.4 Information Asymmetries 

Information asymmetry is a condition describing that managers have 

access to information on the company’s prospects which are not owned by outside 

Disclosure aboutut CCSR in Indonesia first reregugulated in ACT No. 40 of 2007

about corporatioonn and in Govvernment Regulation No. 4477 of 2012 concerning 

Social andnd Environnmementntala  Resespoonsnsibbiilitity off CCororporation. Butt both of those 

reguulalations didid d not explain ababououtt ththee ititems off social l and enviviror nmental 

rresponsiibibiliityty tthat mumust be disclosed. In August 2012, MMinistrry y ofof FFinance of the

Repuublblicic of Indonesia through Capital Market and FFininanciialal Institutition 

SuSupepervr isorory Body (BAPEPAM-LK) issued Decision of the Chairirman n ofof CCaapitalal 

MaMarket and Financial Institution Supervisory Body (BAPEPAM-LKK) NNo.o. KKEPP-

431/BLL/2012 concerning the submission of annual report by listed commpany.  

In Decision of the Chairman of Capital Market and Financiaal Innsstitutioion n 

Supervisory Boddy (( ABAPEPAPAMM-LKLK) ) No.. KKEPEP 4-43131//B /L/20201212, there is a regulatatioonn 

NoNo. . X.K.6 which is concerning the submission of annual report by listed cocompmpanany. 

InIn ppoiointnt 22 a.a 1.1 g.g ssaiaidd ththatat aann anannual rrepeporortt mumustst cconontatainin ccororpoporaratete soocial 

respsponnsisibibililityty.. FuFurtheermrmore in ppoio nt 22 h.h.1, BABAPEPAAM-M-LKLK rreqequiuirered d cocompmpanies to 

disclose its CSR activities that covover policieies, types of program, and cost incurred 

in the following aspects such as eenvironmenntal; employment practices, health, and 

work safety; social and community y develoopment; and product responsibility. 

2.4 Information Asymmetries
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parties (Sanjaya and Young, 2012). This condition will result in the magnitude of 

the opportunity manager, to do things that are beneficial to their interests (Palguna 

Putra, 2013).

There are two major types of information asymmetry (Scott, 2009). First 

is adverse selection. Adverse selection is a type of information asymmetry 

whereby one or more parties to a business transaction, or potential transaction, 

have an information advantage over other parties. The second is moral hazard. 

Moral hazard is a type of information asymmetry whereby one or more parties to 

a business transaction, or potential transaction, can observe their actions in 

fulfillment of the transaction but other parties cannot. 

2.5 Earnings Quality 

Earnings quality is an indicator of the quality of financial information. 

High quality financial information is derived from the high quality of financial 

reporting (Surifah, 2010).  Earnings quality refers to the ability of reported 

earnings to reflect the company's true earnings, as well as the usefulness of 

reported earnings to predict future earnings. Earnings quality also refers to the 

stability, persistence and lack of variability in reported earnings. The evaluation of 

earnings quality is often difficult, because companies highlight a variety of 

earnings figures: revenues, operating earnings, net income, and pro forma 

earnings (Bellovary et al, 2005). Barragato and Markelevick (2008), states that 

earnings quality is of interest to users of financial statements because earnings are 

utilized in making contracting and investment decisions. Earnings quality means 

different things to different users of financial statements. 

There are two majojorr ttypes of informatitionon asymmetry (Scott, 2009). First 

is adverse selectitioon. Adverse selection is a type off iinfn ormation asymmetry 

whereby onnee or more parties toto aa bbususininesesss trranansas ction, or potetentn ial transaction, 

have aan informmation adadvavantage over other partiess. ThThe secocond is momoral hazard. 

MMoral hazazardrd iis a tyypepe of information asymmetry whherereby one e oror mmore paartr ies to 

a buusisinenesss  traannsaction, or potential transaction, can obseervrve thheie r r aactions s in 

fuulflfiillment t of the transaction but other parties cannot. 

2.2.55 Earrnings Quality 

Earnings quality is an indicator of the quality of financial iinformatitionn.

HiHighgh qquality financial information is derived from the high quality of ffiinancic alal 

reporting (Surifif hah, 2010)).  EaEarnrninings qquaualilityty r fefers to tthhe ability of repoortrteded 

eaearnrnings to reflect the company's true earnings, as well as the usefululnenessss oof 

rerepoportrteded eeararniningngss toto ppreredidictct ffututururee earnniningsgs. EaEarnrniningsgs qquaualilityty aalslsoo rerefefersrs ttoo the 

stababillitity,y, pperersisiststenence aandnd lack ofof variabibility iinn reporteded eearniningngs.s. TThehe eevvaluluation of 

earnings quality is often difficuult, becauuse companies highlight a variety of 

earnings figures: revenues, opeerating earrnings, net income, and pro forma

earnings (Bellovary et al, 2005). BaB rraggaato and Markelevick (2008), states that 

earnings quality is of interest to userss oof financial statements because earnings are
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So far, no definitive measure or appropriate to measure the quality of 

earnings of a financial statement, only an approach that is being used to proxy the 

quality of earnings. Therefore, earnings quality measure used by the researchers 

could be different with other researchers (Surifah, 2010). This research will use 

earnings management through discretionary accruals as the proxy of earnings 

quality. 

2.6 Positive Accounting Theory

Based on Scott (2009), for the purpose, the term “positive” refers to a 

theory that attempts to make good predictions of real-world events. Thus, positive 

accounting theory is concerned with predicting such actions as the choices of 

accounting policies by firm’s managers and how managers will respond to 

proposed new accounting standards. Positive accounting theory takes the view 

that firms organize themselves in the most efficient manner, so as to maximize 

their prospects for survival. Positive accounting theory has three hypotheses:

1. Bonus plan hypothesis

Bonus plan hypothesis talks about managers of company with bonus 

plans are more likely to choose accounting procedures that shift reported 

earnings from future periods to the current period.

2. Debt covenant hypothesis

Debt covenant hypothesis talks about the closer a company is to 

violation of accounting-based debt covenants, the more likely the 

company manager is to select accounting procedures that shift reported 

earnings from future periods to the current period.

could be different with other r reressearchers (S(Sururifah, 2010). This research will use 

earnings managemenentt through discretionary accruals aas the proxy of earnings

quality. 

2.6 Poositive Accc ounttiningg TTheory

BaBasesed d on SSccott (2009), for the purpose, the ttererm “ppososititivive” referrs s to a 

theoryry tthhat attetempts to make good predictions of real-world evvene ts. ThThusu , posititive 

acaccocounu tingng theory is concerned with predicting such actions as thee chohoicices of f

acaccoc untiting policies by firm’s managers and how managers willl l respsponond toto 

propossed new accounting standards. Positive accounting theory takekes the viieww 

ththat firirms organize themselves in the most efficient manner, so as too maaxximizze 

their prospects s foforr susurvrvivivalal. PoPosititivve accouunntinngg ththeoeoryry hhasas tthrhreee  hypotheses:

1. Bonus plan hypothesis

BoBonunuss plplanan hhypypotothehesisiss tatalklks ababououtt mamananagegersrs oof f cocompmpananyy wiwithth bbonus 

plplanans are e mmore likely too choose accccounting prooceceduduress ththatat shihiftft reported 

earnings from future peeriods to thee current period.

2. Debt covenant hypothessisi

Debt covenant hypothesiss talalks about the closer a company is to
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3. Political cost hypothesis

Political cost hypothesis talks about the greater the political cost faced 

by a firm, the more likely the manager is to choose accounting 

procedures that defer reported earnings from current to future periods. 

From those hypotheses, we can know that the existence of positive 

accounting theory is the door way of earnings management practices.

2.7 Earnings Management 

Based on Scott (2009), earnings management is the choice by a manager 

of accounting policies, or actions affecting earnings, so as to achieve some 

specific reported earnings objective. Earnings management may be defined as 

“reasonable and legal management decision making and reporting intended to 

achieve stable and predictable financial results.” Earnings management is not to 

be confused with illegal activities to manipulate financial statements and report 

results that do not reflect economic reality. Earnings management is the use of 

accounting techniques to produce financial reports that may paint an overly 

positive picture of a company's business activities and financial position. Earnings 

Management takes advantage of how accounting rules can be applied and are 

legitimately flexible when companies can incur expenses and recognize revenue. 

It can be difficult to differentiate these allowable practices from earnings fraud or 

manipulation. Earnings management theoretically represents this grey area, but it 

is often used as a synonym for earnings manipulation or earnings fraud.  

Discretionary Accrual – Earnings Management 

procedures that dedefefer reported earniingngs s from current to future periods. 

From thohose hypotheses, we can know that ththe e existence of positive

accccounting theory is thehe ddooor waway y ofof eearrnin ngs managemement practices.

2.7 EaEarnings MManageme ent 

BaBasesed onn SScott (2009), earnings management is ththe chhoioicece bby y a maanan ger 

of aaccccouo ntinngg policies, or actions affecting earnings, so ass to acachihieveve somme 

spspececifific rreported earnings objective. Earnings management may y be ddefefinined ass 

“r“reae sonnable and legal management decision making and reportingg intenendeded toto 

achievve stable and predictable financial results.” Earnings managemeent is noott too 

bee cconnfused with illegal activities to manipulate financial statementss andnd repporort t 

results that do nott reflflect econnomomicic reaalilityty. EaEarniings management is the usese ooff 

acaccocounting techniques to produce financial reports that may paint anan ooveverrly 

poposisititiveve ppicictuturere ooff aa cocompmpanany'y'ss bubusisinen ss aactctivivititieiess anandd fifinanancnciaiall poposisititionon. EaEarnrniings 

MaMananagegemementnt ttakakes aadvdvantage oof how accoouunting rululese canan bbee apapplplieied d and are 

legitimately flexible when compaanies can iincur expenses and recognize revenue. 

It can be difficult to differentiatee these allowwable practices from earnings fraud or 

manipulation. Earnings managemenent theooretically represents this grey area, but it 

is often used as a synonym for earninggs s manipulation or earnings fraud.  
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Accrual earnings management is the practice of earnings management 

which is carried out by the company through the accrual components in the 

financial statements. Accrual itself is recognition of where the transactions are 

recognized, recorded, and presented in the financial statements when incurred 

without regard whether the cash flow is received or paid. Because of the nature of 

accrual using assumptions or estimates, accruals are often used as a tool by 

management to manipulate earnings. Accrual policy is divided into two 

discretionary accruals and nondiscretionary accruals. Discretionary accrual policy 

is undertaken by the will of management with a specific purpose. In this case, 

discretionary accrual is closely related to earnings management because it is done 

over the management of the company in which management will make 

adjustments to earnings to meet specific interests. 

2.8 Previous Research 

Number 
of 

research
Researcher Research title Result

1. Zhou and 
Lobo 
(2001)

Disclosure Quality and 
Earnings Management

Indicates that there is a 
statistically significant 
negative relationship 
between corporate 
disclosure and earnings 
management. Firms that 
disclose less tend to 
engage more in earnings 
management and vice 
versa.

2. Yeh et al., 
(2014)

Can Information
Transparency Improve 
Earnings Quality 
Attributes? Evidence 
from an Enhanced: 

Find that there is a 
statistically reliable 
association between the 
level of information 
transparency and each of 

recognized, recorded, and prpreseseented in thehe ffini ancial statements when incurred 

without regard whethther the cash flow is received or paidid. . Because of the nature of 

accrual usinngg assumptions or eesttimimatteses,, acaccrruau ls are often uused as a tool by 

managegement to maaninipup lalate earnings. Accruualal ppololicicy is dividdeded into two

diisscretionararyy acaccrcruals aandnd nondiscretionary accrualsls.. Discreetitiononarary y accruaal l policy 

is undnderertatakeken byby the will of management with a specific pupurpose.e. IIn n tht is ccase, 

diiscscretitionarryy accrual is closely related to earnings management bbecaususe e itit is donne 

ovoverer thee management of the company in which managemennt wiwillll mmake 

addjuj stmments to earnings to meet specific interests. 

2.2 8 Prrevious Research 

Number 
of 

reeses arch
Researcher Reseseara ch title Result

1.1. ZhZhouou aandnd 
Loobobo  
(2(20001)1)

DiDiscsclolosus re QQuaualilityty andnd 
EaE rniningsgs MMaanagemmenentt

InIndidicacatetess ththatat ttheherere iiss a 
ststatatisi tically sisigngnififiicant 
nenegagatitiveve relelatationship 
between corporate 
disclosure and earnings
management. Firms that 
disclose less tend to
engage more in earnings
management and vice
versa.
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Disclosure Regime in 
Taiwan

these earnings attributes, 
implying that a 
disclosure mechanism 
design can enhance 
management 
accountability in 
financial reporting.

3. Cui et al., 
(2012)

Does Corporate Social 
Responsibility Reduce 
Information 
Asymmetry?

Find that CSR activities 
reduce information 
asymmetry more than 
information asymmetry 
decreases CSR activities

4. Sanjaya and 
Young 
(2012)

Voluntary Disclosure 
and Earnings 
Management at Bank 
Companies Listed in 
Indonesia Stock 
Exchange

The result of this study is 
voluntary disclosure 
negatively affects 
earnings management.
The result indicates that 
more increased voluntary 
disclosure influences 
more decreased earnings 
management. Therefore, 
voluntary disclosure is 
very important for users 
of financial statements.

5. I Gusti 
Bagus A. 
W. Palguna 
Putra 
(2013)

Pengaruh Tingkat 
Pengungkapan Item 
Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Terhadap Manajemen 
Laba (Studi pada 
Perusahaan yang 
Terdaftar di Indeks SRI-
KEHATI Selama Tahun 
2009–2011)

Trying to prove the 
effect of the disclosure of 
the items in the social 
responsibility which is a 
voluntary disclosure 
towards earnings 
management.
Results from this study 
demonstrate that the 
disclosure of the items of 
this CSR have influence 
on earnings management 
which has implications 
for the quality of 
earnings.

6. Arvina 
Arief 
(2014)

PENGARUH 
PENGUNGKAPAN 
CORPORATE SOCIAL 

Trying to examine the 
influence of corporate 
social responsibility 

accountability in
financial reporting.

3. Cui etet al.,
(2(20012)

Does Corporate Social 
Reesponsibility Reduce
Infoformmatatioonn 
Asymymmemetrry??

FiFind that CSR activities 
reducece information 
asymmetrtry y more than 
ini formation asymmetry 
decreaeases CSR R aca tivities

4. SaSannjaya anandd 
YYounungg 
(2(20012)

Voluntary Disclosurure e
and Earnings 
Management at Bank 
Companies Listed in
Indonesia Stock 
Exchange

The reresusultlt of this sstut dy is
vovoluntarary y disclolosure 
negaatitively affecects 
earningss mmanagagemennt.t
The resultlt inddicicatateses that t
more increaases d vovoluuntntary 
disclosure infnfluluenences
more decreaseed earninggss 
management. Thereforore, 
voluntary discclosurree iss 
very importantnt fforor usersrs 
ofof ffininancial statements..

5. I Gusti
Bagus A. 
W. Palguna 
PuPutrtraa 
(20113)3)

Pengararuhu  Tingkat 
Pengungkgkapan Item
Corporate Social 
ReRespspononsibiliityty 
Terhhadadapap MManajjemen 
Lababa (Studdii pada 
Perusasahaan yang 
Terddaftar di Inndeks SRI-II
KEHHATI Selamma Tahun 
20099–2011)

Trying to prove ththe e 
effect of the disclosusurere off 
the items in tthehe ssocociaial 
rerespspononsisibibililityty wwhihichch iiss a 
vovoluluntary didiscsclolosure 
totowaardrdss eearnings 
manageme tnt.
Results from this study 
demonstrate that the 
disclosure of the items of 
this CSR have influence 
on earnings management 
which has implications 
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RESPONSIBILITY 
TERHADAP 
MANAJEMEN LABA 
(Studi Kasus Pada 
Perusahaan Non 
Keuangan dan Jasa 
yang Terdaftar di BEI 
tahun 2010-2012)

disclosure on earning 
management practice.
The result of this study 
show that corporate 
social responsibility 
disclosure not sifnificant 
influenced and have 
positively on earning 
management

7. Yong tae 
Kim,
Myung 
Seok Park, 
Benson 
Wier (2012)

Is Earnings Quality 
Associated with
Corporate Social 
Responsibility?

Documented that 
increase in CSR 
performance is 
negatively associated 
with earnings 
management, with 
ethical managers 
engaging in enhanced
CSR activities and less 
earnings management.

8. Hong and 
Andersen 
(2011)

The Relationship 
Between Corporate 
Social Responsibility 
and Earnings 
Management: An 
Exploratory Study

Explore the relationship 
between corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) and 
earnings management 
(EM).
Results show that more 
socially responsible 
firms have higher quality 
accruals and less 
activity-based EM, both 
of which impact financial 
reporting quality.

9. Yip et al., 
(2011)

Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Reporting and Earnings 
Management: The Role 
of Political Costs

Examine whether 
Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) 
disclosure is related to 
earnings management 
and if the relationship is 
mitigated by political 
cost considerations or by 
the firm’s ethical 
predisposition.
Find a significant 

Keeuauanngan ddanan Jasa
yang Terdaftar di BEBEI 
tahun 2010-2012)
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88. Hong and 
Andersen 
(2011)
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Between Corporate
Social Responsibility 
and Earnings 
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Expllororata ory y StStudy

Explore the rrelatiionshipip 
between corpoorate socicial 
responsibility ((CSR)R) andd 
earnings mmanaaggementnt rr
(E(EM)M)..
Results show that momorere 
socially respoonsnsibiblee 
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(2011)
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Corporate Social 
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disclosure is related to 
earnings management 
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relationship between 
CSR reporting and 
earnings management, 
and more specifically, 
we find evidence of a 
negative 
(complementary) 
relationship in the oil and 
gas industry while we 
find evidence of a 
positive (substitutive) 
relationship in the food 
industry.

2.9 Hypothesis Development 

CSR disclosure is believed as an action to fulfill the stakeholders’ 

interest. CSR disclosure considered increasingly taking a role in the present due to 

the shift in the concept of profit which began to lead to the concept of the triple 

bottom line (profit, planet, people) initiated by John Elkington and increasingly 

into the mainstream of business ethics (Palguna Putra, 2013). It is in line with 

Kim et al., (2012) statement that CSR is an issue of growing interest, and the 

reporting of socially responsible activity is becoming more prevalent as investors, 

customers, and other stakeholders demand greater transparency about all aspects 

of business. 

In Indonesia there are some issues arise about the implementation of CSR 

and one of it is company’s transparency issue in disclosing the budget and activity 

of CSR. It is proved by news on RiauSatu.com on April 2015 which stated that 

“Ketua Pansus CSR berharap Pemerintah dan Perusahaan Transparan.” The 

news talked about the transparency of CSR’s budget and the company’s CSR 

negative 
(complementary) 
rerelationship in the oil and 
gas inindustry while we 
find evividence of a 
pop sitive ((substitutive) 
relatiiono ship in the food 
induuststryry..
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activities. Having problem in transparency will cause the increasing in 

information asymmetry between company and stakeholder. Richardson (1998) 

stated that when information asymmetry is high, stakeholders do not have 

sufficient resources or access to relevant information to monitor manager’s 

actions. It leads to creation of opportunities for earnings management practices.

Dye (1988) and Trueman and Titman (1988) in Zhou and Lobo (2001) show 

analytically that the existence of information asymmetry between management 

and shareholders is a necessary condition for earnings management. Thus, when 

earnings management increases it will affect quality of earnings of company.  

Glosten and Milgrom (1985) in Zhou and Lobo (2001) stated that 

information asymmetry will decrease if the level of corporate disclosure increases. 

It is also proved by Lang and Lundholm (1993) in Zhou and Lobo (2001), which 

state that firms having greater incentives to disclose more information to mitigate 

adverse selection when there is greater information asymmetry. Sanjaya and 

Young (2012) found that the increasing on presentation of voluntary disclosure, 

information asymmetry can be reduced so that earnings management can be 

prevented. Zhao and Lobo (2001) also found negative relationship between 

corporate disclosure and earnings management. Firms that disclose less tend to 

engage more in earnings management and vice versa. When company less engage 

in earnings management their quality of earnings will increase. Many researches 

already test about the influence of disclosure to earnings management or 

disclosure to earnings quality, and they have the same results which is disclosure 

negatively influence earnings management and positively influence earnings 

sufficient resources or acceessss tto relevantnt iinfn ormation to monitor manager’s

actions. It leads to ccrreation of opportunities for earniingngs management practices.
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already test about the influence of ddisclosure to earnings management or 
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quality (Zhou and Lobo, 2001; Yeh et al., 2014; Sanjaya and Young, 2012; 

Blanco et al., 2014). 

Many researchers research about the influence and the association 

between CSR and earnings quality or CSR and earnings management, and the 

results is mix. Some researchers find that CSR has negative influence and 

association with earnings management and will give positive impact to earnings 

quality (Hong and Andersen, 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Ekawati, 2012; Palguna 

Putra, 2013; Isyanto, 2014). On the other hand, other researchers state that CSR 

has positive influence and association with earnings management and will give 

negative impact to earnings quality (Chih et al., 2008; Yip et al., 2011; Arief, 

2014).

Due to the mix results from previous researchers then the hypothesis can 

be formulated as follow: 

Ha: The Level of Corporate Social Responsibility Disclosures Influence the 

Earnings Quality 
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